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 Zionism in National Socialist Jewish Policy in Germany, 1933-39*

 Francis R. J. Nicosia

 St. Michael's College, Winooski, Vermont

 Support for Zionism from the non-Jewish world has been motivated

 through the years by a variety of factors. They have included

 not only feelings of justice, sympathy, idealism and guilt on

 the part of liberals, but the imperial interests of the Great

 Powers in the Middle East and elsewhere, and the anti-Semitic

 inclinations of nationalist and racist ideologues and politi-

 cians. Examples pertaining to the first two factors are numer-

 ous and well-known; it is the third factor to which this essay

 will address itself.

 The Zionist concept of a separate Jewish Volk with its own

 homeland appealed to many anti-Semites late in the nineteenth

 and early in the twentieth centuries. Its appeal lay in the Zionist

 rejection of Jewish assimilation into the gentile majority,

 and in the Zionist aim of creating a Jewish homeland in Pales-

 tine canable of drawing Jewish immigrants from Europe. As one

 of the developing v8lkisch nationalisms of central and eastern

 Europe in the nineteenth century, and as a response to the

 anti-Semitic tendencies and excesses in those national move-

 ments, Zionism has accepted the premise that the Jewish people,

 for religious, cultural or historical reasons, should not be

 assimilated. To a degree, it shared with anti-Semites a com-

 mon acceptance of the volkisch inviolability and separateness

 of the different peoples of the world, and the necessitv of a

 v8lkisch basis for the nation state. Moses Hess, a German Jew

 and one of the earliest proponents of political Zionism in the

 nineteenth century, published Ron und Jerusalem in 1862, to

 which Theo'lor Herzl later owed much of his inspiration. In his

 treatise, he argues against the idea of Jewish emancipation and

 assimilation as the solution to the Jewish question, and accepts

 the premise that, for Jews as well as for gentiles, nation

 states must preserve the v8lkisch inviolability and separate-

 ness of their peoples.l

 Some of the leading anti-Semitic theorists of late nine-

 teenth century Germany addressed themselves to the fledgling

 Zionist movement, and its role in the solution of Europe's "Jew-

 ish Question." Eugen DiAhring advocated herding the Jewish people

 This article is a revised version of a paper presented

 at the annual meeting of the Canadian Historical Associa-

 tion Learned,Societies, University of New Brunswick,

 Fredericton, New Brunswick, 2 June 1977.

 1Moses Hess, Rome and Jerusalem, trans. Rabbi Maurice

 Bloom (N.Y., 1958), pp. 9-10. Herzl attributed the basic

 principles of Zionism to Moses Hess. See: Adolf B'hm,

 Die zionistische Bewegung, 2 Bde. (Berlin, 1935), 1:88,

 and Leon Poliakov, The History of Anti-Semitism: From

 Voltaire to Wagner, trans. Miriam Kochan, 3 vols.

 (London, 1975), 3:408.
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 together in a state somewhere outside of Europe.2 Heinrich von

 Treitschke regarded anti-Semitism as a necessary evil, a

 natural reaction of the German Volksgef'uhl against a foreign

 element which itself never intended to assimilate. His solu-

 tion was Jewish emigration and the creation of a Jewish home-

 land in Palestine or elsewhere.3 Heinrich Classof the Pan-

 German League proposed sending European Jewry to Palestine.4

 The so-called "Political Anthropologists," an anti-Semitic

 school of thought led by Ludwig Woltmann and dedicated to

 proving the virtues of racial purity and German superiority,

 supported the Zionist goal of resurrecting Jewish national

 life.5 Houston Stewart Chamberlain referred not unfavorably

 to suggestions that the Jewish people be returned to Pales-

 tine.6 Political Economist Werner Sombart, who blamed the

 Jews for many of the abuses and negative aspects of the capi-

 talist system in his work Die Juden und das Wirtschaftsleben,

 became an avid supporter of the Zionist cause before, during

 and after the First World War.7

 Anti-Semitic attitudes toward Zionism during the last half

 of the nineteenth century were also conditioned by the develop-

 ing idea of an international Jewish conspiracy to subvert and

 eventually dominate the gentile World. Both Duhring and Cham-

 berlain postulated the conspiracy theory in their works; they

 argued that the Zionist movement was simply a vehicle for the

 promotion of the conspiracy, seeking to create a power base in

 Palestine from which to direct its subversive efforts.8 The

 conspiracy theory became a fundamental concept upon which

 Nationalist Socialist Jewish policy was based; for National

 Socialism, the Jewish question theoretically was not simply one

 of separating Jews from Germans, but one of conflict and

 struggle between the two for control of the world.

 2Eugen Duhring, Die Judenfraae als Frage der Rassenschad-

 lch.keit f?Ir Existenz, Sitte und Kultur der VTl-er, 4.

 Aufl. (Berlin, 1892), pp. 127 ff. See also: Robert Cecil,

 The Myth of the Master Race: Alfred Rosenberg and Nazi

 Ideology (London, 1972), p. 72.

 H. G. Adler, Die Juden in Deutschland von der Aufklarung

 bis zum Nationalsozialismus (Midnchen, 1960), pp. 101-102.

 4Axel Kuhn, Hitlers aussenpolitisches Programm (Stuttgart,

 1970), p. 17; Paul M4assing, Rehearsal for Destruction.

 A Study of Political Anti-Semitism in Imperial Germany

 (N.Y., 1949), p. 246.

 5Peter Pulzer, The Rise of Political Anti-Semitism in

 Germany and Austria (N.Y., 1964), p. 236.

 6Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Die Grundlaaen des 19.

 Jahrhunderts, 2 Bde., 23. Aufl. (Mu"nchen, 1938), p. 387.

 7Werner Sombart, Die Zukunft der Juden (MLffnchen, 1912),

 pp. 31-36, 39, 48, 52, 58, 85-87.

 8See: Duhring, p. 127; Chamberlain, p. 387.
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 Until the spring of 1920, Hitler's speeches dealt with the

 Jewish question as a purely domestic issue.9 Questions such

 as citizenship, alleaed Jewish responsibility for Germany's

 defeat and post-war plight, the Ostjuden, alleged Jewish domi-

 nation of the cultural and economic life of the country, and

 the desirability of promoting Jewish emigration made up the

 subject matter of his speeches.10 The Party Program of 24

 February 1920, treated the Jewish question as a matter of

 domestic German politics.11 By the end of May, however, Hitler

 began to place his strugqle against the Jews on an interna-

 tional level for the first time. More emphasis was placed on

 the international dimensions of the Jewish question, specifi-

 callv on the alleged international Jewish conspiracy against

 Germany.12 This shift in emphasis reflected the growing influ-

 ence of Alfred Rosenberg on Hitler and the Party after 1920.13

 Rosenberg had developed his main theoretical contribu-

 tions to National Socialism before he left his native Estonia

 in 1918, namely that Bolshevism and Zionism were instruments

 9Gdnter Schubert, Anfange nationalsozialistischer Aussen-

 politik (Koln, 1963), p. 13.

 10See: Ernst Deuerlein, "Hitlers Eintritt in die Politik und

 die Reichswehr," Vierteljahrshefte fLur Zeitgeschichte 7

 (1959): 191-227; Reginald Phelps, "Hitler als Parteiredner

 im Jahre 1920," Vierteljahrshefte f{ur Zeitgeschichte 11

 (1963): 289-330.

 11Gottfried Feder, Hitler's Official Program and its Funda-

 mental Ideas (N.Y., 1971), pp. 38-45.

 12Reginald Phelps, "Hitlers grundlegende Rede 'uber den

 Antisemitismus," VierteljahrsheLte f'ur Zeitgeschichte 16

 (1968) 400-20. See also Schuibert, pp. 17-18, 27.

 The following works attest to the significance of Rosen-

 berg's contribution and his influence on Hitler and the

 Party during the early years of the movement: Cecil, pp.

 29-30, 45, 79-81; Norman Cohn, Warrant for Genocide. The

 Myth of the Jewish world Conspiracy and the "Protocols

 of the Elders of Zion" (N.Y., 1966), pp. 194 ff; Ernst

 Hanfstaengl, Hitler, The Missing Years (London, 1957),

 p. 41; Konrad Heiden, Der Fuehrer, trans. Ralph Mannheim

 (Boston, 1944), pp. 31-32, and A History of National

 Socialism (London, 1934), p. 84; Kurt Luedecke, I Knew

 Hitler (N.Y., 1937), pp. 79, 84; Werner Maser, Die Frah-

 geschichte der NSDAP. Hitlers Wea bis 1924 (Frankfurt/

 Main, 1965), pp. 180-85; Ernst Nolte, "Eine fr'u'he Quelle

 zu Hitlers Antisemitismus," Historische Zeitschrift 192

 (1961): 587-88; Schubert, pp. 111 ff, 126, 137, Otto

 Strasser, Hitler and I, trans. Gwenda David and Erich

 Mosbacher (London, 1940), p. 66.
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 of a world Jewish conspiracy.14 He had been strongly influenced

 by Houston Stewart Chamberlain's theories on the alleged Jewish

 conspiracy, and came to regard himself as Chamberlain's disci-

 ple and successor.15 His ideas were readily accepted by

 Dietrich Eckart, who had been preaching the conspiracy theory

 in his anti-Semitic newspaper Auf gut Deutsch, before Rosen-

 berg arrived in M4unich. RosenEerg provided substance for

 Eckart's conspiracy arguments, and at the same time, presented

 himself as an authority with first-hand experience.

 It is likely that some notion of an international Jewish

 conspiracy had already been known to Hitler. It is difficult

 to determine whether Hitler had ever read and digested the

 theories and ideas of Chamberlain and D'uhring. We do know,

 however, that Hitler had been influenced by Theodor Fritsch,

 one of the more important and widely-read anti-Semites in pre-

 war Germany. Fritsch dealt with the conspiracy theory in his

 Handbuch der Judenfrage, a work which Hitler greatly admired.16

 Rosenberg provided the substance for the vague notions of a

 Jewish conspiracy which already existed in the minds of Hitler,

 Eckart and others by identifying Bolshevism and Zionism as

 the dual instruments of that conspiracy. The significance of

 the alleged Jewish-Bolshevik link for future Nazi policy cannot

 be underestimated; the link between the Zionist movement and

 the alleged conspiracy became a source of conflict within

 Party and government circles during the 1930s in the formula-

 tion and execution of Jewish policy.

 14Cecil, pp. 17-18; Cohn, p. 194. The following early

 works by Rosenberg deal with the alleged link between

 the international Jewish conspiracy and the Bolshevik

 revolution: Die Spur des Juden im Wandel der Zeiten

 (Mu"nchen, 1920); Totengr&ber Russlands (Mdinchen, 1921);

 Unmoral im Talmud (MiInchen, 1920); Pest in Russland.

 Der Bolschewismus, Seine Haupter, Handlanger und Opfer

 (Miinchen, 1922).

 15Chamberlain's influence on Rosenberg is evident in Rosen-

 berg's Houston Stewart Chamberlain als Verk'under und

 BegrTnderreinerdeutschen Zukunft (Mtlnchen, 1927).

 Chamberlains conspiracy theory fell far short of the

 ideas which Rosenberg, with the aid of the so-called

 "Protocols of the Elders of Zion," developed and brought

 to Germany. Chamberlain never accepted the authenticity

 of the "Protocols," arguing instead that a natural pro-

 cess of destruction had been taking place over a period

 of centuries, without the deliberate, secret scheming

 described in the "Protocols." See: Cecil, p. 79.

 16Theodor Fritsch, Handbuch der Judenfrage, 26. Aufl.

 (Haimburg, 1907). This work was originally published in

 1893 in Leipzig as the Antisemitenkatechismus. Accord-

 ing to Kurt Luedecke, Ernst Nolte and Reginald Phelps,

 Hitler had read Fritsch's Handbuch and had been areatly

 influenced by it. See: Luedecke, pp. 40-41; Ernst Nolte,

 Three Faces of Fascism, trans. Leila Vennewitz (N.Y.,

 1969), p. 643, n. 3; Reginald Phelps, "Before Hitler

 Came. Thule Society and the Germanen Orden," Journal of

 Modern History 35 (1963): 247.
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 Rosenberg's conspiracy theory was based on the so-called

 "Protocols of the Elders of Zion," with which he had become

 familiar as a student in Moscow during the summer of 1917.17

 The "Protocols" were brought to Germany in 1918/1919 by

 refugees fleeing the Bolshevik revolution, among them Alfred

 Rosenberg, and a German translation first appeared in 1919.

 They provided the link between Rosenberg's imagined conspiracy

 and the Zionist movement.

 Three of Rosenberg's early works, as well as several arti-

 cles in the Volkischer Beobachter during those years, provide

 an accurate description of his approach to the Zionist move-

 ment.18 Der Staatsfeindliche Zionismus,published in 1922, was

 Rosenberg's major contribution to the National Socialist posi-

 tion on Zionism. It represents in part an elaboration of

 ideas already expressed in the Volkischer Beobachter and in

 other published works, notably Die Spur. Rosenberg attacked

 the German Zionist movement as an organization actively engaged

 in a legalized subversion of the German State, and accused it

 of having betrayed Germany during the war by supporting Bri-

 tain's Balfour Declaration and pro-Zionist policies.19 He

 further charged that the Zionists had actively worked for a

 German defeat and for the Versailles settlement as the best

 way of obtaining a Jewish national home in Palestine.20 He

 went on to assert that the interests of Zionism were first

 and foremost those of world Jewry, and by implication, the

 international Jewish conspiracy. He argued that loyalty to

 Zionist and Jevish interests was incompatible with loyalty

 to the German Fatherland.

 More fundamental than pro-English, self-interest or con-

 flict of interest accusations in Rosenberg's position on Zion-

 ism was the unshakable conviction that the world Jewish con-

 spiracy was a monolithic phenomenon, uniting Zionists and

 assimilationists alike in a common front to undermine and

 destroy the gentile world.21 This argument implied that all

 Jews were Zionists in the end, and that the liberal/assimila-

 tionist Jew did not exist. Rosenberg dismissed Zionist claims

 that they merely wanted to create a refuge in Palestine for

 persecuted Jews from Eastern Europe. He presented this argu-

 ment within the context of past anti-Semitic notions about

 1 For an account of the origins of the "Protocols' and the

 subsequent discovery of their forgery, see: Cecil, pp.

 72-73; Cohn, pp. 25-40, 71 ff; Schubert, p. 24.

 18See: Die Spur; Der Staatsfeindliche Zionismus (Hamburg,

 1922; Die Protokolle der Weisen von Zion und die jtdische

 WeltPolitik (MuAnchen, 1923). See also: V6lkischer

 Beobachter Nr. 14, 17.II.21, and Nr. 62, 7.VIII.21. One

 of his later works also concentrates on the same theme:

 Der Weltverschw8rer-Konaress zuBasel (Mu"nchen, 1927).

 19Rosenberg, Der Staatsfeindliche Zionismus, p. 16.

 20Ibid., p. 25; Die Spur, pp. 106-7.

 21Rosenberg, Der Staatsfeindliche Zionismus, pp. 58-60.
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 Jewish inferiority and treachery. According to Rosenberg, the

 Jews had neither the capability to create a state in the Euro-

 pean sense nor the intention of making that an end in itself.

 Instead, he asserted that Zionism sought the establishment of

 an independent base in Palestine, a "Jewish Vatican," from

 which to promote the alleged international conspiracy to sub-

 vert and to dominate the rest of the world.22

 These theories represented one side of what was the

 double-edged nature of Rosenberg's approach to Zionism. Impli-

 cit in his arguments was the justification for encouraging and

 utilizing the Zionist movement in Germany to facilitate the

 dissimilation and emigration of Germany's Jewish population.

 In Die Spur, written in 1919 and published in 1920, Rosenberg

 suggested that the German Zionist movement should be encour-

 aged and supported so that it might promote an exodus of Ger-

 man Jews to Palestine.23 He further singled out the Zionists

 from other Jewish organizations in Germany as a group with

 some potential for short-term cooperation with a future

 National Socialist Germany in the matter of halting Jewish

 assimilation, and promoting Jewish emigration.24 He also

 intended to use the Zionist philosophy as legal justification

 for depriving German Jews of their civil rights. The Zionist

 argument that there existed a separate Jewish Volk, with its

 own cultural and national interests, could be used against what

 Rosenberg considered to be a monolithic Jewish community.25

 These ideas and suggestions were eventually transformed into

 policy after 1933.

 Hitler's first major speech alluding to an internati al

 Jewish conspiracy was delivered in Munich on 31 May 1920.

 He warned against the twin evils of international capitalism

 and the international working class movement, labeling them

 instruments of the Jewish conspiracy. On 13 August 1920,

 Hitler delivered his first comprehensive speech on the Jewish

 question at an NISDAP meeting in Munich.27 Entitled "Warum

 Wir gegen die Juden sind," the speech contained Hitler's first

 observations on the Zionist movement. His observations were

 essentially the same as those made by Rosenberg in Die Spur

 and two years later in Der Staatsfeindlich Zionismus. Hitler

 argued that the Jews did not possess the FRhigkeit zur Staaten-

 bilduna. Moreover, he asserted that the Zionists were inter-

 ested not merely in establishing a refuge for the persecuted

 22Ibid., pp. 62-63, Der Weltverschw'orer-Kongress, pp. 20-

 23; Protokolle, p. 27.

 23Rosenberg, Die Spur, p. 153. See also Rosenberg's

 article "Antisemitismus" in Volkischer Beobachter, Nr.

 62, 7.VIII.21.

 24Rosenberg, Der Staatsfeindliche Zionismus, p. 63.

 25Ibid.

 263A: NS/26-51.

 27Phelps, "grundlegende Rede," pp. 400-20.
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 Jews of the world, but that they were seeking to create an

 independent power base from which to promote their alleged con-

 spiracv. He later re-interated these arguments in M5ein Kampf

 and in his Zweites Buch.28

 There is some evidence that Hitler, like Rosenberg, was

 prepared to encourage Zionist emigration from Germany to Pales-

 tine in spite of the ideological incompatibility engendered by

 the conspiracy theory. In a speech at the Burgerbr&ukeller

 in Munich on 6 July 1920, Hitler asserted that the Jews

 belonged in Palestine, and that it was only there that they

 could expect their full civil rights.29 Several anonymous

 articles appeared in the V8lkischer Beobachter in the spring

 and summer of 1920 which supported Zionist efforts to move

 Jews from Germany to Palestine.30 Even Julius Streicher, in

 a speech before the Bayerischer Landtag on 20 April 1926,

 argued that German Jews should emigrate to Palestine rather

 than stay in Germany.31 It is likely that these views were

 supported by both Rosenberg and Hitler.

 The dual nature of the National Socialist approach to

 Zionism was clearly established by Hitler and Rosenberg dur-

 ing the early 1920s, and became the basis of the regime's

 policy on Zionism after 1933. This question must be considered

 within the context of the on-going debate over Nazi Jewish

 policy as a whole, specifically the problems of continuity and

 authority. The thesis that the holocaust was the final stage

 in a master plan that had been drawn up during the early years

 of the National Socialist movement has been countered with

 arguments that the absence of a consistent, centralized

 authority in Jewish policy after 1933 Drecludes the existence

 of a blueprint for systematic action.32

 28Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (N.Y., 1941), pp. 447-48;

 Hitler's Secret Book, trans. Salvator Attanasio (N.Y.,

 1961), p. 212.

 29Phelps, "Hitler als Parteiredner," p. 305.

 30V8lkischer Beobachter, Nr. 26, 31.III.20 and Nr. 59,

 27.VI.20.

 31BA:NS/26-508.

 32 For the first argument, see: Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in

 Jerusalem. A Report on the Banality of Evil (N.Y., 1963);

 Lucy Dawidowicz, The War Against the Jews, 1933-1945

 (N.Y., 1975); Norah Levin, The Holocaust: The Destruc-

 tion of European Jewry, 1933-1945 (N.Y., 1973).

 For the latter argument, see: Uwe Dietrich Adam,

 Judenpolitik im Dritten Reich (Dusseldorf, 1972); Martin

 Broszat, Der Staat Hitlers. Grundlegung und Entwicklung

 seiner inneren Verfassung (Minchen, 1969); Raul Hilberg,

 The Destruction of the European Jews (Chicago, 1961);

 Karl Schleunes, The Twisted Road to Auschwitz: Nazi Poli-

 cy Toward German Jews, 1933-1939 (Urbana, 1970).

 The debate has been further stimulated by a recent

 study which suggests that Hitler was not responsible for

 the formulation and execution of the "final solution."

 See: David Irving, Hitler's War (N.Y., 1977).
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 That there was a continuity of ideas within the NSDAP

 regarding the future of Jewfs in Germany cannot be denied, Many

 of the anti-Jewish measures of the 1930s represent the realiza-

 tion of the demands of Nazi propaganda during the Weimar years,

 and one might tie the mass murder of millions of European Jews

 during World War II to vieled threats of physical liquidation

 made by Hitler during the early 1920s.33 However, a general

 continuity of ideas does not necessarily mean the existence of

 a systematic plan with one fixed, final solution as its ulti-

 mate end. Such a plan would have required a consistent, cen-

 tralized policy-making authority, moving the entire process

 toward a pre-determined solution to the European Jewish ques-

 tion as a whole. Instead, Hitler remained relatively aloof

 from Jewish policy after 1933, which resulted in a prolifera-

 tion of so-called Jewish Referate in most government and Party

 agencies, each promoting its own interests and influence in an

 effort to gain control over Jewish policy.34 This phenomenon,

 so characteristic of the Nazi svstem in general, and so parti-

 cularly evident in all aspects of Jewish policy, especiallv in

 the question of Zionism, has been called Autorit&re Anarchie

 and the Polykratie des totalen Staates.35

 Until 1938, Jewish policy had been almost exclusively

 under the authority and control of government ministries,

 specifically the Ministry of the Interior, the Foreign Office

 and the Ministry of Economics.36 The Foreign Office, continu-

 ing in the same vein as it had during the Weiqr years, was

 very sympathetic toward the Zionist movement. In April

 1933, it urged the Ministry of the Interior to grant multiple

 exit and re-entry visas to German Zionist officials so that

 their work might be facilitated.38 A Foreign Office report

 in September 1933, noted that Palestine was the most important

 and most decisive Einwanderungsland for German Jewrv.39 The

 3 Hitler referred to a future, violent "final solution"

 in his speech of 13 August 1920 in Munich, and in a

 soeech in Rosenheim on 17 April 1921. See: Phelps,

 "grundlegende Rede," pp. 417-18; BA: NS/26-51.

 3 See: Adam, pp. 85 ff, pp. 98-108; Helmut Genschel, Die

 Verdriingung der Juden aus der Wirtschaft im Dritten-

 Reich (Gbttingen, 1966), pp. 1 39 f f.

 35Adam, pp. 15, 108; Walter Petwaidic, Die Autorit&re

 Anarchie (Hamburg, 1946).

 36See: Adam, p. 159. Evidence of the exclusion of the SS

 and Rosenberg's Aussenoolitisches Amt from the decision-

 making process in Jewish policy before 1938 can be found

 in NA: T-175/R588. 000521, II/112 an II/1, 10.VIII.37.

 37See: Francis R. J. Nicosia, "Weimar Germany and the

 Palestine Question," Yearbook of the Leo Baeck Institute

 24 (1979), forthcoming.

 3 PA: Pol. Abt. III. Politik 2-Pal&stina, Bd. 1. AA/

 Berlin an dasPreussischeMinisteriumn des Innern, III 0

 119, 5.IV.33.

 39PA: Referat-D. Po5 NE adh7, Bd. 1 Bericht uaber die Lage

 der j'u'dischen Fltchtlinge aus Deutschland in den

 verschiedenen Llndern, September 1933.
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 German delegation at the League of Nations continued to follow

 a friendly line toward Zionist work in Palestine until Germany

 withdrew from the League in October 1933.40 The two sections

 within the Foreign Office responsible for the Zionist movement

 and Palestine, Referat Deutschland and the Orient-Abteilung,

 supported the Zionist objective of promoting JewisF. emigration

 from Germany to Palestine. Three successive Referenten in the

 Orient-Abteilung (Pol. III before 1936, and Pol. VII there-

 after), Schmidt-Rolke (1933-1934), Pilger (1934-1937), and von

 Hentig (1937-1940), were in varying degrees favorably disposed

 to Zionist efforts, as was Foreign Minister von Neurath. 1 In

 a Foreign Office circular of February 1934, drawn up by Vicco

 von B'ulow-Schwante of Referat-D, it was asserted that much

 could be gained through cooperation with the Zionist movement,

 as that movement would be an excellent vehicle through which

 the trend toward Jewish assimilation could be reversed, and

 the Jews eventually removed from Germany.42

 Both the Foreiqn Office and the Ministry of Economics

 were instrumental in concluding the Haavara Transfer Agreement

 with Zionist officials from Palestine late in the summer of

 1933. The original idea for an agreement between Germany and

 Zionist circles in Palestine pre-dates Hitler's assumption of

 power and the beginning of anti-Jewish measures in Germany. In

 1931, the Bruining government imposed a ban on the removal of

 capital from Germany because of the world economic crisis. In

 1932, Mr. Sam Cohen of Hanotaiah Ltd. of Tel Aviv initiated

 negotiations with the German government in an effort to permit

 German Jews emigrating to Palestine to transfer at least part

 of their assets in the form of German exports.43 Negotiations

 continued after Hitler came to power, as the same restrictions

 on the removal of assets from Germany prevailed after January

 1933.

 The most persistent proponent of the transfer approach

 was Heinrich Wolff, the German Consul-General in Jerusalem

 from 1932 to 1935. Wolff was sympathetic toward Zionist

 efforts in Palestine, and worked to make the emigration of Jews

 from Germany to Palestine as smooth as possible.44 He was

 0PA: Pol. Abt. III. Politik 5-Palastina, Bd. 5. "Das

 judische Nationalheim in Palastina" von Dr. Julius

 Ruppel, III 0 1952-33, Mai 1933. See also: Jtfdische

 Rundschau, Nr. 79/80, 4.X.33.

 41Ernst Marcus, "The German Foreign Office and the Pales-

 tine Question in the Period 1933-1939,' Yad Vashem

 Studies 2 (1958): 183, 186-87.

 42PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21, Bd. 1. Aufzeichnung des

 Ref. D, "Die Entwicklung der Judenfrage in Deutschland

 und ihre Ruckwirking im Ausland," an samtliche Missionen

 und Berufskonsulate, 83-21, 28/2, 28.II.34; and Inland

 II A/B. 83-21, Bd. 3, Ref. D an RIM, zu 83-21, 28/8,

 6.IX.35.

 PA: Sonderreferat-W. Finanzwesen 16, Bd. 2, Statement

 by Mr. Sam Cohen to the Jewish Telegraphic Agency Bul-

 letin, 27 September 1933.

 44PA: Pol. Abt. III. Politik 2-Palastina, Bd. 1. DGK/

 Jerusalem an AA/Berlin, Nr. Polit. 25/33, 24.IV.33.
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 opposed to the anti-Semitic policies of the regime, and was

 eventually dismissed from active service in September 1935,

 because his wife was Jewish. Late in April 1933 Wolff began

 his tireless efforts to achieve a transfer arran ement suit-

 able to both the Zionists and the Hitler regime. He

 received the backing of responsible authorities in the Foreign

 Office and the Economics Ministry, especially in its section

 for foreign currency control, the Reichsstelle fur Devisen-

 bewirtschftung.46 Negotiations for a transfer agreement were

 resumed in Berlin in May 1933. They were conducted by Mr. Sam

 Cohen of Hanotaiah Ltd., and Dr. Hans Hartenstein of the Minis-

 try of Economics, with the full support of the Minister of

 Economics, Alfred Hugenberg, and of Hjalmar Schacht of the

 Reichsbank. A preliminary agreement was signed in July, and a

 final agreement was concluded late in August by renresen-

 tatives of the Ministry of Economics, Hanotaiah, the Anglo-

 Palestine Bank of Tel Aviv, the Jewish Agency for Palestine

 and the Zionistische Vereinigung fur Deutschland.7

 According to the agreement, blocked Jewish assets in Ger-

 many were deposited in a special account of the Haavara Ltd.

 at the Reichsbank. Importers in Palestine who wished to pur-

 chase German goods deposited the cost amount of the goods in

 Bpal. with the Anglo-Palestine Bank, the banking section of

 Haavara Ltd. in Palestine. About half of that amount was

 transferred to the Reichsbank in Germany. The goods were paid

 for in Reichsmark from the blocked assets of Jewish emigrants,

 and the emigrants in turn received partial compensation for

 their blocked assets from the Haavara Ltd. when they arrived

 in Palestine. This compensation came from the remainder of

 the initial purchase funds originally deposited by Palestinian

 importers.

 On the German side, the advantages of the Haavara agree-

 ment -were outlined by the Ministry of Economics in its August

 28th circular. Jewish emigration would be promoted without a

 corresponding flight of capital. German exports would be

 increased, and, although they would not earn their full value

 in much-needed foreign currency, jobs in Germany's export indus-

 tries would be promoted. At the same time, a wedge would be

 45PA: Sonderreferat-W. Finanzwesen 16, Bd. 1, DGK/Jerusalem

 an AA/Berlin, Nr. Expf. 3/33, 15.VI.33; DGK/Jerusalem an

 AA/Berlin, Nr. Expf. 4/33, 24.VI.33; and DGK/Jerusalem

 an VLR Prufer, AA/Berlin, Nr. Expf. 9/33, 27.VI.33.

 46PA: Sonderreferat-W. Finanzwesen 16, Bd. 1. Schnell-

 brief an das RWM vom 24.VI.33; RWM an AA/Berlin, Nr. Dev.

 I 31328.33, 22.VII.33; and RWIM an die Firma Hanotaiah Ltd.

 in Palastina, Dev. I 20111/33, 19.V.33.

 47ADAP: C, I/2, Nr. 399; PA: Sonderreferat-W. Finanzwesen

 16, Bd. 2. S. Hoofien an den Herrn Reichswirtschafts-

 minister, Betr. Dev. I 36005/33, 22.VIII.33; der Reichs-

 wirtschaftsminister an Herrn S. Hoofien, 25.VIII.33; and

 Runderlass der RWMl, 54/33, 28.VIII.33. See also: Werner

 Feilchenfeld, Dolf Michaelis, Ludwig Pinner, Haavara Trans-

 fer nach Palastina und Einwanderung deutscher Juden 1933-

 1939 (Tubingen, 1972), pp. 24-26.
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 driven into the world-wide boycott of German goods. The agree-

 ment began functioning in November 1933, and was used as a

 vehicle for the promotion of Jewish emigration from Germany to

 Palestine until December 1939. It represented a first step in

 a rather uneven six-year process whereby the Zionist movement

 was utilized by the Hitler regime to solve the so-called Jewish

 question in Germany.

 The Foreign Office continued to work with the Ministry of

 the Interior and the ZVfD throughout 1934 and 1935 to ensure

 that the Zionist movement in Germany was able to function

 effectively. The ZVfD was encouraged by the Foreign Office,

 the Interior Ministry and the Gestapo to send delegates to the

 18th Zionist Congress in Prague in August/September 1933, and

 to the 19th Congress in Lucerne two years later.48 Both the

 Interior Ministry and the Justice Ministry backed the policies

 followed by the Foreign Office and the Ministry of Economics

 toward the Zionists. Dr. Hans Frank, the Bavarian Minister of

 Justice, indicated his support for the Zionist option in a

 speech at the Reichsparteitag at N'urnberg in October 1933.49

 He asserted that a Jewish national home in Palestine would

 solve the Jewish question for Jews and gentiles alike. Dr.

 Bernhard Losener, director of the Judenreferat in the Ministr0

 of the Interior, was an avid supporter of the Zionist option.

 Support from the Interior Ministry was crucial for the Zionist

 cause in Germany because the Ministry, through its Reichsstelle

 fur das Auswanderungswesen, was the agency which controlled the

 actual emigration process.

 Control and regulation of Zionist and other Jewish

 organizations inside Germany was the responsibility of Himmler's

 SS, and its subsidiary Gestapo and Sicherheitsdienst (SD). How-

 ever these agencies did not assume a decisive role in the for-

 mulation of Jewish policy until 1938/1939.

 An SS position paper, circulated in June 1934, was the

 first indication of active SS participation in the execution of

 Jewish policy.51 The SS recommended the promotion of mass Jew-

 ish emigration, and warned of the difficulty of persuading the

 strongly assimilationist Jews of Germany to leave the country.

 48PA: Referat-D. Po5 NE adh6 Nr. 4, Bd. 1 Ref. D an RIM,

 Ref. D 3160, 4.VIII.33; Inland II A/B, 83-29, Bd. 1. RIM

 an AA/Berlin, Nr. IA1113/5012, 5.I.35; AA an RIM, 83-29

 5/1, 10.I.35; and Zweiter Bericht 'uber den Verlauf des

 Zionistenkongresses in'Luzern, 4.IX.35.

 9Judische Rundschau, Nr. 79/80, 4.X.33.

 50Ibid., Nr. 97, 3.XII.35. For more on the cooperation of

 the Ministry of the Interior with the Zionist organiza-

 tion in Germany, see Arthur Prinze, "The Role of the

 Gestapo in Obstructing and Promoting Jewish Emigration,"

 Yad Vashem Studies 2 (1958): 206.

 51NA: T-175/408. Lagebericht-Judenfrage, Mai/Juni 1934,

 2932496-503.
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 The paper also proposed a positive effort by the government and

 the Party to encourage Zionist initiatives in Germany; these

 initiatives were intended to instill a sense of Jewish identity

 in German Jews, and to promote emigration to Palestine. Jewish

 schools, athletic groups, institutions, culture, etc., in short,

 all Jewish groups and activities which promoted a Jewish iden-

 tity, were to be encouraged by the government and the Party.

 These efforts, along with the Umschulungslager, or occupational

 retraining centers for Jewish emigrants heading for Palestine,

 established throughout Germany by the German Zionist movement,

 were to be supported by the SS.

 Subsequent police practice under SS direction left no

 doubt that the aim was the speedy and efficient emigration of

 Jews from Germany. This was evident in the preferential treat-

 ment directly and indirectly accorded to Jewish organizations

 promoting emigration, as opposed to that accorded to the assimi-

 lationist groups. In January 1935, the Bavarian political

 police ordered preferential treatment for all Zionist-affili-

 ated organizations.52 On 10 February, Heydrich ordered the pro-

 hibition of speeches and activities which counseled Jews to

 remain in Germany.53 Throughout 1935, the SD was in the busi-

 ness of attending and regulating Jewish gatherings and meet-

 ings, censoring speeches and banning anything which counseled

 Jews to remain in Germany. On the other hand, the SD encour-

 aged Zionist propaganda and activities.54 A general ban on

 all Jewish meetings of a political nature was issued by the

 Gestapo on 31 May 1935, although local Jewish cultural and

 sport activities as well as the activities of the Zionist organ-

 izations, were exempt from this ban.55 A working relationship

 developed between the SS and the Revisionist Zionists, or

 Staatszionisten, during those years.56 In the SS newspaper

 Das Schwarze Korps, Heydrich again outlined SS su9ort for

 Zonist efforts to move German Jews to Palestine.3 Late in

 1935, strongly assimilationist, or deutschnationale, organi-

 zations such as the Verband nationaldeutscher Juden and the

 Reichsbund iudischer Frontsoldaten were dissolved, while the

 activities of the more moderate Central-Verein deutscher Staats-

 btrger jldischen Glaubens were restricted and its name changed

 52 Hans Mommsen, "Dokumentation: Der Nationalsozialistische

 Polizeistaat und die Judenverfolgung vor 1938," Viertel-

 jahrshefte f'u'r Zeitgeschichte 10 (1962): 78-79.

 53BA: R/58-276. Geheimes Staatspolizeiamt an alle Staats-

 polizeistellen, II 1 B2-60934/j. 191/35, 10.II.35.

 54Mommsen, pp. 82-84; BA: R58/276. Geheimes Staatspoli-

 zeiamt an alle Staatspolizeistellen, II 1 B2-J235/35,

 29.X.35; Geheimes Staatspolizeiamt an den Schriftleiter

 der Zeitung des Reichsbund j'udischer Frontsoldaten,

 Schild, Dr. Hans Wollenberg, II 1 B2-J1454/35, 21.XI.35.

 55BA: R58-276. Geheimes Staatspolizeiamt an alle Staats-

 polizeistellen, II 1 B2-J589/35-IV, 31.V.35.

 56PA: Inland II A/B, 83-20, Bd. 3. Geheimes Staatspoli-

 zeiarmt an AA/Berlin, B. Nr. II 1 B2-60625/j.2435, 29.I.

 35; Mommsen, pp. 80-81; and CAHJP: P/82-12a, pp. 17, 36.

 57Das Schwarze Korps, 14.V.35, and 26.IX.35.
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 to the Central-Verein der Juden in Deutschland. The Zionist

 organization was the only Jewish organization of a political

 nature which was allowed to continue functioning. In a 1957

 interview, Dr. Hans Friedenthal, former chairman of the

 Zionistische Vereinigung ftur Deutschland, revealed that the

 Gestapo did all it could to promote Jewish emigration to

 Palestine, thereby rendering considerable assistance to the

 Zionist cause.58

 The occupational retraining of German Jews emigrating to

 Palestine was taken up seriously by German Zionists almost

 immediately after Hitler's assumption of power. The Palestin-

 ian economy needed agricultural workers and craftsmen; however,

 the social,economic and occupational level of most German Jews

 meant that they were ill-prepared for a new life in Palestine.

 As a result, rigorous training programs were set up with the

 approval and encouragement of the police authorities. They

 were designed primarily for Jewish youth who had not yet gone

 into business or the professions, in order to teach them the

 necessary agricultural and occupational skills which were in

 demand in Palestine. By 1935, an extensive system of retrain-

 ing centers (Umschulungslager), run by the Hechaluz and

 sponsored by the various Zionist groups and relief agencies,

 was functioning throughout Germany.

 The above-mentioned SS position paper of June 1934,

 referred favorably to the Umschulungslager, and this position

 was reiterated by the Bavarian political police in January

 1935. The Foreign Office and the Interior Ministry gave their

 support to the retraining efforts from 1933 on, provided these

 activities took place within the borders of Germany under close

 government supervision.59 The Agriculture Ministry and the

 Ministry of Labor were also in favor of the retraining con-

 cept.60 Throughout 1935 and 1936, German police authorities

 permitted the Jewish Agency in Palestine to send instructors

 from Palestine to Germany to help prepare Jewish emigrants

 for settlement in Palestine. Many of the instructors were

 teachers of the Hebrew language, specially trained to prepare

 58IfZ: Eichmannprozess-Beweisdokumente. Nr. 742. Inter-

 view of Dr. Hans Friedenthal by Dr. Jacob-Ball Kaduri,

 March 1957.

 59PA: Referat D. Po5 NE adh6, Bd. 3. Schnellbrief, AA/

 Berlin an RIM, das Preussische Ministerium des Innern,

 und das Polizeiprasidium. 18.VII.33; RIM an AA/Berlin,

 Nr. IA 2000/18.8, 28.VIII.33; PreussischeMinisterium des

 Innern an die Herren Regierungsprasidenten und den Herrn

 Polizeiprasident in Berlin, V.E. 1086, 7.X.33; and

 Inland II A/B, 83-21, Bd. 1. RIM an den Herrn Reichs-

 minister fur Ernahrung und Landwirtschaft, IV 5/12/11.5,

 83-21, 13/6, 13.VI.34.

 60PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21, Bd. 3. Reichsministerium

 f'ur Ernahrung und Landwirtschaft an das RIM, IV/6-2517,

 29.VI.35; and der Arbeitsminister an den Reichsminister

 des Innern, IIc 7096/35, 13.IX.35.
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 adolescents and children for their new country. The Gestapo

 on the German end, and the German Consulate-General on the

 Palestine end were most accommodating in getting Jewish Agency

 instructors to Germany.61

 The Judenreferat in the SD contained a special section,

 II/112-3whichdealt exclusively with the Zionist movement and

 Jewish emigration. Under the direction of Adolf Eichmann,

 II/112-3 maintained a network of contacts in the Middle East

 which included both Jews and Arabs. One such agent was Mr.

 Feival Polkes of the under round Jewish intelligence service

 in Palestine, the Hagana.62 Polkes was brought to Berlin

 early in 1937 for talks with SD and Gestapo officials: these

 talks were held between 26 February and 2 March 1937.63 Polkes

 clarified his and the Hagana's political aims and motivations;

 they were working for massive Jewish immigration into Pales-

 tine and the creation of a strong Jewish majority and state.

 He offered to share Hagana intelligence information with the

 SD in return for intensified SD efforts to facilitate Jewish

 emigration from Germany to Palestine. Eichmann was recep-

 tive to Polkes' proposals, for he hoped to obtain information

 on alleged Jewish plans to assassinate German officials,

 including Hitler.6 He was assigned the task of developinig

 the Polkes contact, and accepted an invitation from Polkes to

 visit Jewish settlements in Palestine later that year.65 He

 was also authorized to promise Polkes that the SD would direct

 emigrating Jews to Palestine whenever possible, although this

 was a rather shallow promise as German officials had little con-

 trol over the final destinations of Jewish refugees from Ger-

 many.

 The Eichmann-Polkes talks in Berlin also reveal that the

 Hagana had received shipments of Mauser pistols from Germany

 in 1935 and 1936.66 The exact source of these weapons within

 Germany is difficult to determine; it is certain, however, that

 some agency in Germany did provide the Hagana with Mauser pis-

 tols, and that the police authorities were aware of it.

 61ISA: 67/1145. DGK/Jerusalem an Gestapo/Berlin, Nr. Sic.

 70/36, 6.VI.36; Gestapo/Berlin an DGK/Jerusalem, Nr. II

 1 B2-1499/35-J, 14.VII.36; and DGK/Jerusalem an Gestapo/

 Berlin, Nr. Sic. 70/76 und 130/36, 6.VIII.36.

 BA: R/58-991. Tatigkeitsbericht von II/112, 1.7 - 31.

 12.37.

 63NA: T-175/R588. II/112-18/1, B. Nr. 160/37, 000435-436,

 7.V.37.

 NA: T-175/411. II/112, Geheime Kommandosache 98i/37,

 2936189-194, 17.VI.36.

 65Eichmann went to Egypt and Palestine in October 1937. He

 was unable to obtain a visa to enter Palestine, and met

 with Polkes again in Cairo. Nothing came of the meeting

 or the contact with Polkes. See: IfZ: Eichmannprozess-

 Beweisdokumente, Nr. 2. Bericht uber die Palastina-

 Agyptenreise von SS' Hptscharf. Eichmann und St.-O'Scharf.

 Hagen, 4.XI.37.

 NA: T-175/R588. Bericht betr. Feivel Polkes, 000437-438.

 7.V.37. This fact is verified by Mr. E. Dekel, a former

 Hagana official, in his book: SHAI: The Exploits of Hagana

 Intelligence (N.Y., 1959), pp. 50-53.
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 Publication of the Peel Commission Report on Palestine

 in July 1937, shattered the consensus of opinion in government

 and Party circles in Germany on the Zionist movement, A Royal

 Commission under Lord Peel was sent to Palestine in November

 1936, to investigate the causes of the Arab revolt of 1936,

 and to recommend solutions to the post-war strife between Arabs

 and Jews in Palestine. The Commission report, published on 7

 July, 1937, recommended the termination of the British Mandate

 over most of Palestine, and the partition of the country into

 nominally independent Jewish and Arab states. The possibility

 of an independent Jewish state in Palestine brought previous

 policies on Zionism under question in Germany, and generated

 considerable debate in government and Party circles over past

 and future emigration oolicies. The idea of an independent

 Jewish state revived the spectre of an international Jewish

 conspiracy operating from its own independent power base in

 Palestine; it also revived the theories of D'uhring and Cham-

 berlain, and the early theories of Rosenberg, on the role of

 Zionism in that conspiracy.

 Although the recommendations of the Peel Commission were

 not published until July 1937, there was much speculation

 beforehand in Europe and the Middle East that the recommenda-

 tions might include an independent Jewish state in Palestine.

 The German Foreign Office was aware of this possibility as

 early as 9 January. Walther Hinrichs of Referat Deutschland

 warned the office of the State Secretary that an independent

 Jewish state might emerge from tne Peel Commission delibera-

 tions.67 He criticized the past indifference of the Foreign

 Office to the possibility of a Jewish state, and suggested

 that government and Party agencies be made aware of the strate-

 gic and ideological dangers posed by an independent Jewish

 state. He argued that a Jewish state would constitute a power

 base for the international Jewish conspiracy, much; as Moscow

 was for the Comintern and the Vatican for Catholicism. HIe

 also suggested a reexamination of orevious emigration policies,

 soecifically of Zionist emigration from Germany to Palestine.

 Bulow-Schwante of Referat-D argued that an independent Jewish

 state would be admitted to the League of Nations, and would

 attach itself to the coalition of states hostile to the new

 Germany. 68

 The grow.ing alarm within the German government over the

 possibility of an independent Jewvish state did not result in

 a move to comDletely end Jewish emigration to Palestine. The

 positions taken by the various agencies involved in Jewish

 policy indicate that previous policies had specifically

 favored Zionist emigration to Palestine over emigration to

 PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21a, Bd. la. Aufzeichnung des

 Ref. D (Hinrichs) vom 9.1.37.

 68PA: Buro des Chefs der AO. Judenstaat-Palastina, Auf-

 zeichnung des Ref. D (Bulow-Schwante) vom 27.IV.37.
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 other destinations.69 Instead, Referat-D, the Orient-Abteilung

 (Pol. VII) and Ministerialdirektor von Weizsacker of the

 Politsche Abteilung in the Foreign Office, the Ministry of the

 Interior, and Consul-General Dohle in Jerusalem favored less

 concentration on Zionism as a vehicle and Palestine as a destin-

 ation for Jewish emigration from Germany. They argued that

 emigration policy should seek to scatter Jews around the world,

 rather than to concentrate them in one specific area such as

 Palestine, where they might contribute to the creation of an

 independent Jewish state. Both Dohle and Referat-D were cri-

 tical of the Haavara agreement because it facilitated ldrge-

 scale Jewish emigration to Palestine. They also suggested that

 past support for Zionism had cost Germany the natural sympathy

 of the Arab world, and they recommended a more positive German

 approach to Arab aspirations in Palestine and elsewhere.

 On the other hand, the economic section of the Foreign

 Office, the Handelspolitische Abteilung, and the Ministry of

 Economics strongly suoported Jewish emigration to and concen-

 tration in Palestine.7 They favored a continuation of the

 Haavara arrangement because of its positive impact on German

 exports to Palestine and the Middle East. They were less con-

 cerned about the strategic and ideological consequences of a

 Jewish state, wishing to maintain an increasing flow of German

 exports to Palestine through Jewish emigration.

 In spite of rumors, no one in the German government knew

 with certainty what the outcome of the Peel Commission's

 deliberations would be. On 24 May, a meeting was held at the

 Foreign Office, attended by representatives of Referat-D, Pol.

 VII, the Handelspolitische Abteilung and the Auslandsorganisa-

 tion.71 It was decided that policy guidelines would be issued

 to the German Embassies in London, Rome and Bagdad, and to the

 German Consulate-General in Jerusalem. These guidelines would,

 however, avoid the specifics of emigration policy and Zionism.

 They would simply be a statement on Germany's position toward

 an independent Jewish state in Palestine. Once the recommenda-

 tions of the Commission were made public, the complex issue of

 emigration policy would be resolved. There was an awareness

 that emigration policy, and with it, policy toward the Zionist

 movement, would require a comprehensive reexamination with the

 participation of other interested ministries and agencies, and

 that decisions would have to be made by the highest authorities,

 including Hitler himself.

 69PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21a, Bd. la. RIM an AA, IB3 25978/

 15042, 16.I.37; AA an RIM. zu 83-21a, A. 16/1, 21.I.37,

 Buro-des Reichsaussenministers-Palastina, DGK/Jerusalem

 an AA/Berlin, Nr. Polit. 16/37, "Prufung der Frage, ob

 unsere Palastina bisher verfolgte Richtlinie beibehalten

 werden kann oder ob sie eine Xnderung erfahren muss,"

 22.III.37 and Inland II A/B, 83-21a, Bd. la. Aufzeich-

 nung von Pol. VII. 22.I.37.

 70Inland II A/B. 83-21a, Bd. la.Aufzeichnung von WIII an

 Ref. D, zu 83-21a 16/4, ll.VI.37.

 71PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21a, Bd. la. Aufzeichnung des Ref.

 D, zu 83-21a 25/5, 25.V.37; and Aufzeichnung des Ref. D,

 zu 83-21a 26/5, 26.V.37
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 The guidelines issued by Foreign Minister von Neurath

 on 1 June stressed Germany's opposition to the creation of an

 independent Jewish state in Palestine.72 It was asserted that

 such a state would serve as a political base for international

 Jewry, much as the Vatican was for Catholicism and Moscow for

 the Comintern. Besides suggesting a less cooperative approach

 to the Zionists, and a more sympathetic response to Arab

 national aspirations as a means of curbing the growth of Jew-

 ish power in Palestine, the guidelines indicated that emigra-

 tion policies and the Haavara agreement would be reexamined

 when the findings and recommendations of the Peel Commission

 were published. Referat-D prepared the way for a reexamination

 in its circular of 22 June, distributed to all German consular

 missions abroad.73 The circular criticized past emphasis on

 removing Jews from Germany without regard to the impact of

 their destination on Germany's strategic position. It asserted

 that emigration policy was not merely a domestic matter of

 removing Jews from Germany, but that it was also a foreign

 policy question due to the impact of Jewish immigration into

 other countries. The circular observed that domestic emigra-

 tion policy might have to be altered in order to eliminate

 the foreign policy disadvantages it had created. That policy

 had concentrated German Jews in Palestine, thus contributing

 to Jewish strength in Palestine, and to the possibility of a

 Jewish state.

 There was little that Germany could do to prevent the

 establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine. Initiatives which

 might have had some impact on events in Palestine were not

 taken. Germany refused to participate in international dis-

 cussions on Palestine, no doubt because she feared making Jew-

 ish policy the subject of debate at an international confer-

 ence.74 Material assistance to the Arabs was rejected for

 fear of provoking British hostility.75 Nor was Germany willing

 to pressure the anti-Semitic governments of Poland and Rumania

 to change their unconditional support for massive Zionist emi-

 gration to Palestine and the creation of a large independent

 Jewish state.76 Instead, emigration policy and Haavara became the

 72ADAP: D, V, Nr. 66'.

 Ibid., Nr. 564.

 74Ibid., Nr. 567 (with footnote No. 1).

 Ibid., Nr. 566, 570, 571, 574, 638 (footnote No. 2), 644

 (footnote No. 1).

 76PA: Pol. Abt. I-Volkerbund. Mandate-Tatigkeit der Man-

 datskomission. DK/Genl an AA/Berlin, Telegramm Nr.

 114/6, 6.X.36; Mandate-allgemeines, Bd. 1, DK/Genf an

 AA/Berlin, Nr. 1940, 1O.XI.36; Landerakten-Palastina,

 Bd. 1. DK/Genf an AA/Berlin, Nr. 1334, ll.X.37; Inland

 II A/B, 83-26 Polen, DB/Warschau an AA/Berlin, P I lla/

 1/37, 22.I.37; Pol. Abt. V, Politik 36-Polen, "Die Frage

 der Teilung in polnischem Licht," DNB-Bericht, 5.VII.37;

 Gesandtschaft Bukarest, IA3(Fach 37), Bd. 1, DG/Bukarest

 an AA/Berlin, Tgb. Nr. 1946/37 (XE-13), 28.VIII.37; In-

 land II A/B, 83-21a, Bd. la, AA/Berlin an RIM, e.o. 83-

 21a 17/8, 17.VIII.37; Pol. Abt. VII, Politik 5a-Palgstina,
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 focus of debate in government and Party circles during the

 second half of 1937 and early in 1938. The extent to which

 Jewish emigration from Germany to Palestine, and the transfer

 of Jewish assets via Haavara facilitated Zionist efforts to

 build an independent Jewish state were the issues upon which

 the debate centered.

 It is unlikely that anyone in the German government

 seriously thought that events in Palestine could be decisively

 influenced by simply changing emigration policies or terminat-

 ing the Haavara agreement. German Jews comprised only about

 20% of the total Jewish immigration into Palestine between 1933

 and 1937, and formed a much lower percentage of the total Jew-

 ish population of Palestine.77 The success or failure of the

 National Home and Zionist aspirations for an independent state

 depended to a much greater degree upon the masses of Jewish

 immigrants arriving in Palestine from the ghettos of eastern

 Europe. Germany could not decisively affect the level of Jew-

 ish immigration into Palestine upon which the hopes for a Jew-

 ish state ultimately depended. An attempt to reduce or suspend

 Zionist emigration from Germany to Palestine could never be

 fatal to Zionist aspirations for a Jewish state.

 At the time of the publication of the Peel Commission

 recommendations in July 1937, there was general agreement among

 the interested sections and representatives of the German

 Foreign Office that previous emigration policies, specifically

 the terms of the Haavara agreement, contributed to Zionist

 strength in Palestine, and thereby facilitated Zionist efforts

 to establish a Jewish state.78 The first ministerial confer-

 ence on Palestine was held at the Foreign Office on 29 July,

 three weeks after the publication of the Peel report.79 Besides

 the interested Referate in the Foreian Office, the meeting was

 attended by representatives of the Office of the Stellvertreter

 des F'uhrers, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Eco-

 mics, the' Reichsbank and Rosenberg's Aussenpolitisches Amt. The

 representative of the Interior Ministry reported that Hitler,

 after carefully weighing the various options in emigration poli-

 cy, had decided that Jewish emigration from Germany was to be

 promoted by all possible means, and that all destinations,

 including Palestine were to be utilized to this end. In effect,

 Hitler's directive to the 29 July conference was a rejection of

 the argument that the foreign policy consequences of domestic

 emigration policy warranted a change in that policy.

 Bd. 1, Ref. D an Pol. VII, 910, 19.VIII.37; and Aufzeich-

 nung von Hentigs, zu 910, 21.VIII.37. See also: PRO

 F0371/20805-E1601, F0371/20806-E2435, F0371/20812-E5138;

 ADAP: D, V, Nr. 572; and Waclaw Jedrzejewicz, ed., Diplo-

 mat in Berlin, 1933-1939. The Papers and Memoirs of

 Josef Lipski, Ambassador of Poland (N.Y., 1968), pp. 411-12.

 BA: R/57-25. Reichsstelle fur das Auswanderungswesen,

 "Berichte des Assessors Dr. Wilmanns fiber seine Reise

 nach Palastina, G.Z. B2400, l0.VI.37.

 78ADAP: D, V, Nr. 562.

 79PA: Pol. Abt. VII. Politik 2-Pallstina, Bd. 1. Aufzeich-

 nung von Pol. VII fiber die Besprechung betr. Haavara am

 29.VII.37, zu WIII SE 7115, 3.VIII.37.
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 Further talks were held at the Foreign Office on 21

 September, and at the Ministry of Economics on the twenty-

 second.80 The tenor of these discussions was somewhat differ-

 ent from those held on 29 July. By September, there was no

 question that Zionist emigration from Germany to Palestine

 would continue as a result of Hitler's July directive. The

 meetings considered the economic pros and cons of the Haavara

 transfer agreement, and ways of revising the agreement to

 better accommodate the economic interests of Palestinian Arabs

 and the German Christian communities in Palestine. Little or

 no concern was expressed over Haavara's contribution to Zion-

 ist strength and the possibility of a Jewish state. The

 Interior Ministry emphasized that any revision of the Haavara

 agreement, or reduction in the volume of its transactions,

 should not be allowed to adversely affect the total volume of

 Jewish emigration from Germany, and thereby frustrate the aim

 of Hitler's July directive.

 By the fall of 1937, obstacles to Jewish immigration into

 Palestine were viewed by some with greater alarm than fears of

 abetting a Jewish state with immigrants and assets from Germany.

 Total Jewish immigration into Palestine had fallen off consider-

 ably in 1936 and 1937 as a result of the violence of the Arab

 revolt, and the general political uncertainty surrounding the

 Peel Commission. After the publication of the Peel report in

 July 1937, the Arab revolt broke out again with renewed vigor.

 A substantial decrease in Jewish immigration into Palestine

 resulted, and with it, a decrease in the level of Jewish emi-

 gration from Germany to thatcountry.81 This decline prompted

 the Ministry of the Interior to summon another ministerial

 conference on Palestine on 18 October.82 At the meeting, he

 80PA Handelspolitische Abteilung. Handakten Clodius-

 Palastina. Aufzeichnung iu'ber die Besprechung am

 21.IX.37 betr. Haavara, zu WIII SE 766/37, 25.IX.37.

 81The number of legal Jewish immigrants into Palestine

 dropped from 61,854 in 1935 to 29,727 in 1936 to 10,536

 in 1937, while the number of immigrants from Germany

 declined from 8,630 in 1935 to 8,180 in 1936 to 3,611 in

 1937. PA: Inland II A/B. 83-24a, Bd. 1. DGK/Jerusalem

 an AA/Berlin, Nr. 492/38, 5.VII.38; BA:R/57-26.

 Deutsches Auslandsinstitut/Stuttgart; Esco Foundation for

 Palestine Inc., Palestine: A Study of Jewish, Arab and

 British Policies, 2 vols. (New Haven, 1947); II:406-7;

 and Great Britain, Reports by His Majesty's Government

 in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire-

 land to the Council of the League of Nations on the

 Administration of Palestine and Transjordan (1935-T937),

 Nos. 112, 129, 146 (London, 1936-1938).

 8 BA: R/18-5514. RIM an Stellvertreter des F'uhrers, AA,

 RWM und SD, IB 191g/5012d, 7.X.37; and RIM an RWM, Nr.

 IB 191 IVg/5012d, 14.X.37.
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 Interior Mlinistry noted with alarm the overall decline in Jewish

 emigration from Germany in 1937.83 It further suggested that

 the Haavara agreement be terminated because it was no longer

 capable of fulfilling its intended task of promoting Jewish

 emigration from Germany to Palestine. Bernhard Losener of the

 Interior Ministry noted that Hitler's July directive for all-

 out Jewish emigration, frustrated by the new realities in Pales-

 tine, had neutralized the effectiveness of Haavara; he also

 asserted that Palestine would continue to be utilized as a

 destination country for Jewish emigrants from Germany. Finally,

 there was general agreement at the meeting that the Umschulungs-

 lager and other retraining programs for Jewish emigrants should

 continue to function.

 By the end of 1937, German fears of an independent Jewish

 state in Palestine, along the lines recommended by the Peel

 Commission, had all but disappeared. Arab violence, and the

 consequent immigration restrictions imposed by British authori-

 ties in Palestine, as wel'l as a general dissatisfaction with or

 rejection of the plan among Jews, Arabs and British officials,

 made implementation of the Peel recommendations more and more

 unlikely. Werner-Otto von Hentig of Pol. VII, as well as

 Weizsacker and Bismarck of the Politische Abteilung, Consul-

 General D6hle and the Handelspolitische Abteilung discounted

 the possibility of Britain ever being able to implement the par-

 tition scheme.84

 The fate of the Haavara agreement had been effectively

 separated from the question of Jewish emigration to Palestine

 since Hitler's July directive on Jewish emigration. In the

 subsequent discussions of September and October, it was under-

 stood that Jewish emigration to Palestine would still be pro-

 moted as part of the general emigration process. Indicative

 of this is the permission granted to the Adriatica-Societa

 Anonima de Navigazione of Venice late in November to promote

 in Germany Jewish emigration to Palestine via Italian harbors.85

 Sometime in January 1938, Hitler again intervened in the

 on-going discussions on Haavara and Jewish emigration to Pales-

 tine. He made a specific commitment to Zionist emigration to

 Palestine during discussions with Alfred Rosenberq, assertinq

 83IfZ: F71/4-9 (L8sener Handakten). Vermerk 'uber die

 Besprechung am 18.X.37, Nr. IB 191 VI/5012dg, 28.X.37;

 and PA: Inland II A/B. 83-21a, Bd. 1. Aufzeichnung der

 Reichsstelle f'ur das Auswanderungswesen, C.Z.A. 1002/8.

 7.37, 13.VII.37.

 84 PA: Pol. Abt. VII. Politik 2-Palastina, Bd. 1. Auf-

 zeichnung von Pol. VII, 92 (n.d.); B'uro des U.St,S.,

 Palastina, Weizsacker an Pol. VII, zu 83-24 Ag. 13/1,

 19.I.38; and Pol. Abt. VII, Politik 5a-Palastina, Bd. 3,

 DGK/Jerusalem an AA/Berlin, Nr. Pol. 96/37, 29.XII.37.

 See also: ADAP: D, V. Nr. 579, 661 (footnote No. 1).

 85BA: R/57-25. Aufzeichnung der Reichsstelle fur das

 Auswanderungswesen, G. Z. C2120/1.12.37, 14.XII.37.
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 that Zionism should be utilized to its fullest extent in the

 overall emigration process.86 Three former Zionist officials

 have verified Hitler's January 1938, decision on Palestine.87

 Further evidence can be obtained from two Gestapo memoranda of

 February and March 1938, which allude to the erw'unschte weitere

 Abwanderung deutscher Juden nach Palastine.38 After a steep

 decline in 1937, the number of German Jewish immigrants into

 Palestine increased sharply in 1938 and the first half of 1939,

 partly as a result of renewed German support for the effotts of

 the German Zionist movement.

 Hitler's initiatives in 1937 and early in 1938 in the

 emigration question and Palestine can best be understood in

 terms of Uwe Dietrich Adam's phrase Hitlers Verkn'upfung von

 KSriegsnlanung und Rassenpolitik.89 There is little likeli-

 hood that Hitler troubled himself to any extent with the

 theories and arguments of those involved in the debate over

 Palestine in 1937; nor is there any evidence that he expected

 an independent Jewish state to emerge as a result of the Peel

 Commission recommendations, or that he believed that German

 emigration policy affected the course of events in Palestine

 one way or the other. There can be little doubt, however, that

 Hitler's initiatives in all aspects of Jewish policy, especially

 after 1937, were prompted by the ideological requirements of a

 National Socialist Weltanschauung which made racial doctrine

 the ultimate basis of German foreign policy. That foreign

 policy was geared toward an eventual war for the achievement

 of a new racial order in Europe; its prerequisite was a new

 racial order in Germany. However, by early 1938, this had not

 yet been accomplished. The decision to continue pushing Jews

 to Palestine was part of an effort in 1938 and 1939 to com-

 plete the new racial order in Germany before embarking on a

 86GStA: Rep. 335/11/481, NG 3580 (Office of the Chief Coun-

 sel for War Crimes). Aussenhandelsamt der AO der NSDAP

 an den Leiter der AO im Auswartigen Amt, Ag. 13/1, 1.II.

 38; PA: Pol. Abt. VII, Politik 2-Palastina, Bd. 1.

 Aufzeichnung Weizsackers an das APA, Pol. VII-92, Januar

 1938; and ADAP: D, V, Nr. 579.

 87See: Marcus, p. 193; Transcript of the Trial in the Case

 of the Attorney-General of the Government of Israel v.

 Adolf, the Son of Karl Adolf Eichmann in the District

 Court of Jerusalem, Criminal Case No. 40/61 (Washington,

 D.C., 1962), card no. 16, 15th session, 25 April 1961

 (testimony of Dr. Benno Cohen of the Zionistische Vereini-

 gung f{ur Deutschland); and Feilchenfeld et al., p. 32.

 BA: Schumacher File 240/II. Geheimes Staatspolizei/

 Staatspolizeistelle Wurzburg, B. Nr. 1130/38 IIB, 28.II.

 38; and PA: Inland II A/B. 83-24a, Bd. 2. Geheime

 Staatspolizei an AA/Berlin, Nr. IIB 3-F. 455, 29.III.38.

 89Adam, p. 159.
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 war for a new racial order in Europe.90 It was to be accom-

 plished through the final elimination of Jewish participation

 in the economy, and through the forced mass-emigration schemes

 of the SS.

 On several occasions after 1933, Hitler expressed his

 intention to wage war to achieve his aims in Europe. In his

 speech before the Reichswehr generals on 3 February 1933, his

 address to an assembly of Gauleiter and Party officials in

 Munich in September 1935, his memorandum announcing the Four-

 Year Plan in August 1936, and his famous Reichskanzlei meeting

 of 5 November 1937, Hitler indicated that he would go to war in

 the near future.91 He also believed that a domestic consolida-

 tion was a prerequisite to waging war successfully. As early

 as 1924, Hitler had asserted that only nach dem innern Sieg

 would Germany be in a position to break die eiserne Fessel

 seines &usseren Feindes.92 In his Zweites Buch, Hitler describ-

 ed the racial foundations of National Socialist foreign policy

 objectives, and the domestic pre-conditions for the success of

 that policy.93 In January, 1937, Hitler again referred to the

 necessary domestic ends in the Jewish question for the success-

 ful attainment of Germany's future political and military

 objectives.94 Finally, in a speech in Munich on 24 February

 1938, Hitler alluded to imagined gains reaped by world Jewry in

 past wars, and indicated that the Jews of Germany would no

 longer be in a position to aid the conspiracy from within.95

 By early 1938, the Jews of Germany had already been

 removed from the political, social and cultural life of the

 nation as a result of legislation between 1933 and 1935. Yet,

 with some restrictions, Jewish participation in the economy

 continued to be tolerated through 1937. Moreover, there were

 still some 350,000 Jews in Germany by the end of 1937, although

 upwards of 130,000 had emigrated by the early weeks of 1938.

 The so-called Jewish question had not yet been solved in Ger-

 many after five years of Nazi rule; this fact was evident to

 the Nazi leadership as it prepared for a war which would drama-

 tically transform the scope of that question.

 90See: Andreas Hillgruber, "Die Endlosung und das deutsche

 Ostimperium als Kernsttlck des rassenideologischen Pro-

 gramms des Nationalsozialismus," Vierteljahrshefte ftlr

 Zeitgeschichte 20 (1972): 133-53; Hans-Adolf Jacobsen,

 Nationalsozialistische AussenDolitik 1933-1938 (Frankfurt/

 Main, 1968), pp. 598-619; and Jochen Thies, Architekt

 der Weltherrschaft. Die Endziele Hitlers (Dfisseldorf,

 1976), pp. 10, 28-30.

 91Bernhard. Lsener, "Als Rassereferent im Reichministerium

 des Innerns," Vierteliahrshefte fMr Zeitgeschichte 9

 (1961): 281; Wilhelm Treue, "Hitlers Denkschrift zum

 Vierjahresplan," Vierteljahrshefte fi1r Zeitgeschichte 3

 (1955); 204-10; and ADAP: D, I, Nr. 19.

 92 Wolfgang Horn, "Ein unbekannter Aufsatz Hitlers aus dem

 Fruhjahr 1924," Vierteljahrshefte fur Zeitgeschichte 16

 (1968): 281.

 93Hitler, The Secret Book, pp. 45-47.

 94 Max Domarus, Hitler: Reden und Proklamationen 1932-1945,

 Bd. I/2 (MI!nchen, 1965), pp. 666-67.

 95Ibid., p. 805.
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 Helmut Genschel characterizes the period 1933 to 1937 as

 one of schleichende Judenverfol2ung in economic affai-rs, and

 the period from 1938 until the war as the offene Ausschaltunq

 aus der Wirtschaft.96 Some aryanization of Jewis bEuinesses

 had occurred between 1933 and 1937, although much of it had

 involved voluntary sales, in many cases under pressure, by Jews

 seeking to emigrate. Anti-Jewish leaislation during those

 years was directed primarily against professionals and civil

 servants rather than against those engaged in economic activi-

 ties. By late 1937, less than 25% of Jewish businesses had

 been aryanized and by 1 April 193?, there still existed some

 43,000 Jewish enterprises in the Altreich. This essay will not

 undertake a lengthy analysis of the various anti-Jewish econo-

 mic measures enacted in 1938 and 1939.97 Besides satisfying

 Nazi fantasies about internal consolidation and security, and

 the unity of the racial community, the expropriation of Jewish

 assets provided the regime with an added source of revenue with

 which to pay for armanents and the preparations for war. Hitler

 also hoped that further pauperization would induce the remain-

 ing Jews in Germany to emigrate.

 Changes in emigration procedures involved a greater role

 for the Gestapo and the SD, the two SS agencies interested in

 Jewish policy. These were designed to speed up the removal of

 Jews from Germany, and thereby consolidate the domestic front

 for a future war. It has already been observed that the SS

 agencies had little or no influence on the formulation of Jew-

 ish policy through 1937. Their peripheral position was by no

 means self-imposed; this is evident in a comprehensive report

 on the Jewish question in Germany compiled by Department II/112

 of the SD in January 1937.98 The report emphasized that the

 rapid emigration of Jews from Germany should be the Leitgedanke

 of all efforts in the Jewish question. It recommended the con-

 centration of German Jews in Palestine and in several South

 American countries. Finally, disenchantment was expressed over

 the chaotic manner of policy formulation, and over the multi-

 plicity of competing authorities and policies in Jewish affairs.

 The report recommended technical changes and improvements in

 the formulation and conduct of Jewish policy in order to hasten

 the removal of Jews from Germany, calling for the complete cen-

 tralization of authority under one agency. There can be no

 doubt that II/112 was proposing the transfer of authority in

 Jewish affairs from the responsible government ministeries to

 the agencies of the SS.

 96Genschel, pp. 139 ff.

 97Ibid., chpts. 8, 9, 10, 11; and Adam, chpts. 4, 5.

 BA: R/58-956. Aufzeichnung des SD, "Zum Judenproblem,"

 Januar 1937. More on SS efforts to assume more authority

 in Jewish policy can be found in: Eichmann Trial: card

 87, session 75, 20 June 1961; NA: T-175/410, 2935004,

 2934988-90, and T-175/280, 2774476-77. See also: BA:

 R/58-1242. Vermerk von II/112-3 an II/1, betr. Richt-

 linien und Forderungen an die Oberabschnitte, 21.IV.37;

 NA: T-175/R588, Aufzeichnung von II/112, 000388-90.

 7.IV.37; and 000400-409, 21.IV.37.
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 II/112 continued its campaign through 1937 to enhance the

 role of the SS in the formulation of Jewish policy, and to pro-

 mote its recommendations for stepped-up Jewish emigration to

 specific areas of concentration, namely Palestine and South

 America. The Anschluss of Austria afforded the SD an opportu-

 nity to put its recommendations to work. On 16 March 1938,

 Adolf Eichmann of section II/112 of the SD was assigned to

 Vienna with the task of setting up a branch office of II/112,

 and was given full authority and control over the organization

 and execution of Jewish emigration to Austria. It is signifi-

 cant that Eichmann had been in charge of II/112-3, the section

 in II/112 responsible for Zionism and Jewish emigration. The SS

 assumed immediate and full control over emigration policy in

 Austria at a time when the various government and Party agen-

 cies were still competing for control in the Altreich. All

 other aspects of Jewish policy in Austria were subordinated to

 the aim of rapid, mass Jewish emigration. In accordance with

 the 1937 recommendations of II/112, A Zentralstelle fur jtdische

 Auswanderunq (Central Office for Jewish Emigration) was opened

 in Vienna.TY What would have taken weeks or months of running

 from one agency to another was accomplished in one day by

 Eichmann's Zentralstelle. .Jews were concentrated in Vienna,

 interned in camos and eventually forced through the Zentral-

 stelle where they were stripped of their assets and received in

 a matter of hours the stamps, papers, visas and passports neces-

 sary for leaving the country. Neither the disposal or transfer

 of assets, nor the securing of a valid immigration visa for

 another country were necessary elements in the emigration process

 any longer.

 The SD was also in the process of securing for itself an

 important role in emigration policy in the Altreich by the sum-

 mer of 1938.100 It was bolstered by the "success" of its radi-

 cal emigration procedures in Austria. By November 1938, the

 Zentralstelle in Vienna had forced the emigration of some 50,000

 Austrian Jews; in little more than half a year, the Eichmann

 system had removed considerably more Jews from Austria than

 had ever been removed from the Altreich in an entire year.lOl

 After the Kristallnacht in November, Jewish policy was central-

 ized under the authority of Goring, who, in turn placed emigra-

 tion policy under the control of Heydrich and the SD.102

 The emigration of Jews from the Altreich was to be

 99BA: R/58-1253. Der Sicherheitsdienst des RFSS und der

 SD-FiThrer des SS-Oberabschnittes/Donau (Eichmann), n.d.

 OONA: T-175/410. Tatigkeitsbericht der Abt. II/112 vom

 1.1. - 30.6.38, G II 112/65-4, 2935020-21, n.d.

 0 BA: R/58-1253. Zentralstelle f{lr jMdische Auswanderung/

 Wien an das SD'Hauptamt, II/112 Gl-Bbr. 952/38, 21.X.38.

 102IMT: vol. 28, 1816-PS, pp. 499-530; PA: Inland II A/B.

 83-24, Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei an AA/Berlin,

 Schnellbrief S-VI Nr. 703/38-151-VAW, 83-24b 15/11, 15.

 XI.38, NA: T-175/410. Tatigkeitsbericht der Abt. II/

 112 vom 1.7. 31.12.38, G II 112/65-4, 2935034, 8.III.39;

 and PA: Inland II A/B. 83-24, Bd. 1. Der Beauftragter

 fur den Vierjahresplan an den Herrn Reichsminister des

 Innern, 24.I.39.
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 organized according to the procedures established by Eichmann

 in Vienna. A Reichszentrale fur die judische Auswanderung was

 established in Berlin under Heydrich early in 1939, and it

 coordinated its efforts with Eichmann's Vienna operation. By

 early 1939, the SS was in full control of Jewish emigration,

 responsible only to Goring and ultimately to Hitler.

 While efforts to increase Jewish emigration were under

 way in Greater Germany in 1938, immigration opportunities

 into other countries for German and Austrian Jews were rapidly

 declining. Entry into Palestine had been severely restricted

 by the British as a result of the unrest and violence between

 1936 and 1938; moreover, the countries of the western world

 demonstrated their reluctance after 1937 to raise their immi-

 gration quotas to meet the growing refugee crisis. Eichmann's

 emigration operation in Vienna severely aggravated an already

 acute Jewish refugee Droblem by the end of 1938.

 Britain's restrictive immigration policy rather than the

 spectre of a Jewish state was the major problem in Palestine

 confronting the SD as it assumed control over Jewish emigra-

 tion in 1938 and 1939. Its task was to secure the rapid

 emigration of Jews from Greater Germany, and to utilize Pales-

 tine as one of the preferred destinations for German and Aus-

 trian Jews. Immediately after the Kristallnacht in November

 1938, all Jewish political organizations, including the

 Zionistische Vereinigunq f'ur Deutschland and the Central-

 Verein were dissolved. The violence of the Kristallnacht had

 also resulted in the destruction of the Berlin Palastinaamt,

 the Zionist office which processed Jewish emigrants going to

 Palestine. However, wheni the violence passed, and the SS was

 in full control of emigration policy, Zionist functions

 resumed throughout Germany, albeit under the altered circum-

 stances dictated by the new emigration procedures of the SD.

 The SD immediately provided assistance to German Zionists in

 restoring the working operation of the Palastinaamt, helping

 to recover immigration certificates which had already been

 granted by British authorities in Palestine.103 In Berlin

 and in Vienna, the SD ordered the release from jail of all

 Jews arrested during the Kristallnacht who were in any way con-

 nected with the Palgstinaamt.LU4

 The SD and the Gestapo participated in the organization

 of the so-called "illegal" immigration of Jewish refugees

 into Palestine between 1938 and 1940.105 In 1937, a group of

 Jewish Labor leaders and Hagana officials in Palestine set up

 the Mossad le Aliyah Bet (Committee for Illegal Immigration).

 103 Eichmann Trial: card 17, session 15, 25 April 1961.

 104IfZ: Eichmannprozess-Beweisdokumente, Nr. 742.

 105Illegal immigration into Palestine from Arab lands and

 from eastern Europe had begun in the early 1920s. In

 1937, Revisionist Zionists began to oraanize illegal

 transports of Austrian Jews to Palestine. See: Kurt

 Jacob Ball-Kaduri, "Die illegale Einwanderung der

 deutschen Juden in Palastina, 1939-1940," Jahrbuch des

 Instituts fur deutsche Geschichte 4 (1975): 388-89.
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 Later that year, the Mossad established a base in Paris from

 which to direct the rescue of Jewish refugees from central

 Europe and their "illegal" immigration into Palestine. Mossad

 agents were assigned to Berlin and Vienna in 1938, with

 instructions to establish a working relationship with the SD

 and the Gestapo in organizing the clandestine movement of Jew-

 ish refugees from central Europe to Palestine.106 Their tasks

 included coordinating transports in Germany and Austria, select-

 ing and organizing those Jews willing to leave via the illegal

 route, and cooperating with Nazi authorities without whom there

 could be no emigration. Ehud Avriel, a former Mossad agent in

 Vienna, characterizes the attitude of German police a-uthorities

 in Vienna as follows:107

 In pre-war Germany, these operations were neither illegal nor

 secret. The Gestapo office directly across the street from

 our own knew exactly where we were and what we were doina.

 The illegality began only at the shores of Palestine with the

 British blockade.

 The SD and the Gestapo were receptive to the Mossad's

 initiatives for cooperation. At Goring's conference on the Jew-

 ish question on 12 November 1938, Heydrich admitted SD compli-

 city in illegal emigration schemes from Austria.108 Mossad

 agents were provided with farms and other facilities to set up

 vocational training camps for prospective immigrants.109 Agents

 in Vienna worked through Wolfgang Karthaus, a high-ranking

 Austrian Nazi who was sympathetic to the Jewish plight, to

 secure the cooperation of the Gestapo and of Gauleiter Josef

 Bu"rckel.110 Through them, Yugoslav transit visas were obtained,

 enabling Austrian Jews to make their way to Palestine via Mossad

 ships which took on illegal immigrants in Yugoslav ports.

 Eichmann soon brought the Mossad operation under his control,

 and urged the movement of greater numbers of "illegals" out of

 Austria.111 Jewish refugees were also smuggled down the Danube,

 through Black Sea ports in Rumania and Bulgaria, and through

 Greece to Palestine.112 In 1939, the SD put pressure on the

 Mossad in Berlin and Prague to move larger numbers of Jews out

 of the Reich; Heydrich demanded that 400 Jews per week be

 106Jon and David Kimche, The Secret Roads: The Illegal Migra-

 tion of a People, 1938-1948 (London, 1954), D. 23 ff;

 Heinz H8hne, Der Orden unter dem Totenkopf. Die

 Geschichte der SS (Gutersloh, 1967), pp. 318 ff.

 107Ehud Avriel, Open the Gates (N.Y., 1975), p. 28.

 IMT: vol. 28, 1816-PS, p. 532.

 109Arendt, p. 61; Kinche, pp. 18-19, 32.

 110Avriel, pp. 42 ff.

 illIbid., pp. 71-72, 89, 91.

 112Kimche, pp. 38 ff; Leni Yahil, ed., "Selected British

 Documents on the Illegal Immigration to Palestine, 1939-

 1940," Yad Vashem Studies 10 (1974).
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 prepared and sent off from Berlin.113 In the summer of 1939,

 Mossad agent Pino Ginsburg concluded an agreement with the

 Gestapo in Berlin to move 10,000 Jews by ship from the ports

 of Emden and Hamburg to Palestine. The outbreak of war in

 September forced the cancellation of that scheme.

 The records of the British Foreign Office and the

 United States Department of State indicate that the British

 and American governments were aware of the collaboration of

 German authorities in the illegal movement of Jews from cen-

 tral Europe to Palestine.114 German authorities pursued both

 the legal and the illegal routes in their promotion of Zionist

 emigration to Palestine. In the spring of 1938, the SD and

 the Ministry of Economics agreed that for the time being, the

 Haavara system would continue to function, and that funds pro-

 vided by Jewish relief agencies abroad for emigration purposes

 would be placed at the disposal of the emigrants.115 In the

 Foreign Office, support for SS emigration procedures, legal

 and illegal, was usually forthcoming, and previous fears of a

 Jewish state disappeared. It is difficult to determine the

 exact number of "illegals" brought out of central Europe to

 Palestine between 1938 and 1940.116 The estimates that are

 available cover the total illegal immigration into Palestine,

 w?hich included large numbers of eastern European Jews not yet

 under Nazi control.

 The forced emiaration procedures adopted in 1938 and

 1939 did result in a significant rise in the number of Jews

 forced out of Greater Germany during those years.117 The legal

 and illegal emigration procedures established by the agencies

 of the SS were continued during the early years of the war,

 although with diminishing success. Immigration possibilities

 into other countries, already severely restricted in 1938 and

 1939, became even more limited under the adverse conditions of

 war. Moreover, German conquests in 1939 and 1940 brought

 millions of Jews under Nazi control, making it impossible to

 remove such large numbers from Europe, even utilizing the

 methods perfected by Eichmann in Vienna. The SS continued to

 promote emigration to Palestine, however, and retraining pro-

 grams for Jews seeking to emigrate to Palestine continued to

 enjoy the support of the SD, the Foreign Office and the

 113Eichmann Trial: card 20, session 19, 27 April 1961.

 114SD-DF: 840.48 Refugees/671. See also: PRO: FO371-21888-

 E4405, FO 371/2188-E5244, and FO 371/24239.

 1 5NA: T-175,'411. II/1 and II/112. Nachrichten-Ubermitt-

 lung Nr. 36026, 2935765-67, 31.V.38; Aufzeichnung

 von II/112 betr. Auswanderung aus 6sterreich, 2935776,

 20.VI.38.

 116For the various estimates, see: SD-DF: 840.48 Refugees/

 717; PRO: FO371/25238-W766/38/48; H8hne, p. 320;

 Kimche, p. 43; and Esco Foundation, vol. 2, p. 943.

 117See above, footnote no. 65.
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 Ministry of the Interior through 1939 and 1940.118 Throughout

 1940 and much of 1941, German authorities in eastern Europe

 did nothing to prevent the steady movement, however small, of

 Jewish refugees to Palestine, and in many cases encouraged

 it.119 At his trial in Jerusalem in 1961, Adolf Eichmann testi-

 fied that he continued to push emigration to Palestine during

 the early years of the war.120

 Germany's consistent support for Zionist emigration to

 Palestine during the 1930s does not provide a direct explana-

 tion of the origins and timing of the "final solution." How-

 ever, an examination and analysis of that policy lend con-

 siderable support to the proponents of the argument that sys-

 tematic plans for the physical liquidation of European Jewry

 did not exist prior to the early years of World War II. Emi-

 gration policy as a whole, particularly the question of Zion-

 ist emigration from Germany and eastern Europe to Palestine,

 reflects a basic uncertainty within the Nazi leadership over

 the future substance of Jewish policy once the Jewish presence

 had been eliminated from Germany. There can be no doubt that,

 from the beginning, Hiitler sought what Hans-Adolph Jacobsen has

 termed the rassische Neuordnung Europas; nevertheless, the

 method of achieving that end, as well as its timing, remain

 the subjects of intense debate today.

 Few would argue that the Hitler regime pursued the

 rassische Neuordnung Deutschlands between 1933 and 1939, with

 Jewish emigration from Germany as the deciding element in that

 process. A key element in the process was the encouragement of

 Zionist efforts in Germany, and the promotion of Jewish emigra-

 tion from Germany to Palestine. Certain aspects of this

 policy indicate that the only goal of emigration in general,

 and Zionist emigration in particular, was the removal of Jews

 from Germany and from the rest of Europe. It has been demon-

 strated above that, the international Jewish conspiracy theory

 notwithstanding, Adolf Hitler continued to support Jewish emi-

 gration to Palestine throughout the 1930s, even after the pub-

 lication of the Peel Commission report and its recommendations

 for an independent Jewish state. Moreover, the Hitler regime

 did not oppose the pro-Zionist policies of the anti-Semitic

 Polish and Rumanian governments which sought to remove as many

 Polish and Rumanian Jews as possible to Palestine. In the end,

 German policy did not attach particular importance to the final

 overseas destinations of German and eastern European Jewish

 -A: Inland II A/B. 83-21, Bd. 8. Der Burgermeister

 als Ortspolizeibehorde/Paderborn an AA/Berlin, G Z 11,

 10.VIII.39; Ref-D an RIM, 26.VIII.39; and Chef der

 Sicherheitspolizei und des SD an AA/Berlin, S-IV (XI

 Rz), 497/39, 15.I.40.

 9PA: Inland II A/B. 83-24, Bd. 3 (the entire file).

 Eichmann Trial: card 93, session 80, 27 June 1961.
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 emigrants, so long as those destinations were outside of Europe.

 The aim appears to have been to move German and European Jewry

 away from th.e European continent, specifically to Palestine

 and to North and South America.

 The Jewish question assumed a new dimension in German

 strategy in 1938 and 1939 with the prospect of war and of con-

 quests in central and eastern Europe.12T Germany's Jewish

 question would no longer be a matter of removing some 500,000

 Jews from Germany; instead some 11 million Jews would have to

 be removed from a German-dominated Europe. So long as the Jew-

 ish question remained an exclusively German matter in Nazi

 plans and policies, and emigration the solution, Palestine was

 considered a desirable and useful outlet for Jewish emigrants.

 However, by 1938, Nazi political and military objectives were

 set, and the Jewish question was soon to be transformed into

 a European phenomenon for the Hitler regime. Due to its small

 size and limited absorptive capacity, Palestine became an inade-

 quate outlet in German emigration policy; other overseas des-

 tinations such as Madagascar and Guyana became serious alterna-

 tives to Palestine between 1938 and 1942.122 In the end, the

 isolation of Hitler's conquered Europe precluded the feasibili-

 ty of overseas emigration schemes, large and small, as the

 solution to the Jewish question; mass-murder remained the only

 means of eliminating the Jewish presence from Europe, and thus

 achieving the new racial order.

 The intention here is not to deny even the probability

 of Hitler and others having periodically entertained the idea

 of mass-murder as a possible final solution to the Jewish ques-

 tion in Europe. It would appear, however, that such a solu-

 tion was not the fixed, agreed-upon end of Jewish policy

 between 1933 and 1939. The removal of Jews from Germany and

 from the rest of Europe was the only fixed aim of German Jew-

 ish policy prior to the War, and this is evident in Nazi sup-

 port for Zionict emigration to Palestine. It is unlikely that

 th.at policy was carried out with any other end in mind.

 121This is evident in Hitler's Reichstag speech of 30 Janu-

 ary 1939, in which he alluded to the European dimensions

 of the Jewish question, and to the racial factor as the

 key element in a new European order. See: Domarus, Vol.

 II/1, p. 1057. A Foreign Office circular, prepared by

 Referat-D on 25 January 1939, made the observation that

 the Jewish question would not be solved for Germany

 when the last Jew left German soil. See: ADAP: D, V,

 Nr. 664.

 122There is much evidence on German support for the removal

 of European Jewry to Madagascar in 1938 and 1939, as

 well as the specific plans of the German government to

 concentrate European Jewry on Madagascar between 1940

 and 1942. See: Philip Friedman, "The Lublin Reserva-

 tion and the Madagascar Plan. Two Aspects of Nazi

 Jewish Policy During the World War," The Yivo Annual of

 Jewish Social Studies 8 (1953): 171 ff.
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 ABBREVIATIONS

 AA: Ausw&rtiges Amt

 ADAP: Akten zur Deutschen Auswartigen Politik

 AO: Auslandsorganisation

 APA: Aussenpolitisches Amt

 BA: Bundesarchiv/Koblenz

 CAHJP: Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People,

 Hebrew University/Jerusalem

 DB: Deutsche Botschaft

 DG: Deutsche Gesandtschaft

 DGK: Deutsches General-Konsulate

 GStA: Geheimes Staatsarchiv/Berlin

 IfZ: Institut f'ur Zeitgeschichte/Munchen

 IMT: International Military Tribunal

 ISA: Israel State Archives/Jerusalem

 NA: National Archives/Washington, D. C.

 PA: Politisches Archiv des Ausw&rtigen Amts/Bonn

 Pol. VII: Politische Abteilung VII

 PRO: Public Record Office/London

 RAM: Reichsaussenminister

 Ref. D. : Referat Deutschland

 RIM: Reichsministerium des Innern

 RWMM: Reichswirtschaftsministerium

 SD-DF: State Department, Decimal Files, Washington, D. C.

 St.S: Staatssekretar

 U.St.S : UnterstaatssekretAr

 ZVfd: ZionistischeVereinigung f4dr Deutschland
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